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We prove that there exists a computable-and hence continuous-function F(x, y) defined on 
a rectangle R of the plane such that the differential equation y'(x) = F(x, y) has no computable 
solution on any neighborhood within R. As an immediate corollary, we obtain from the integral 
form of the above differential equation a computable transformation with no computable fixed 
point. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem. 
Main Theorem. There exists an ordinary differential equation 
ýp'(t) = F(t, ap(t)) (1) 
such that 
(a) F(x, y) is a computable function of two real variables on the rectangle 
{O, x-1, -1---- y1}, and 
(b) no solution of the differential equation is computable inside any rectangle 
{Ix - xol < S, Iy -yj< S}, 8>0, lying within the domain of F(x, y). 
The proof of this theorem involves. an extension of ideas used in proving the 
following less general result. 
Preliminary Theorem. There exists an ordinary differential equation with initial 
condition 
e'(t)=F(t, 9(t)), 9(O)=0, (la) 
such that F(x, y) is computable on the rectangle {0 -x<1, -1 <y- 1}, but no 
solution of the differential equation is computable on any interval [0,8), 5>0. 
Both proofs will be presented in detail, with a view towards those readers who 
are not specialists in analysis. 
The results of this paper appear to contrast with the "fixed point theorem" of 
ordinary recursion theory. For rewriting the differential equation (la) in integral 
form we have 
* These results were announced in the AMS Special Session, Houston, April, 1978, and also stated 
in [6]. 
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Q(x) = 
jF(u, 
9 (u)) du. 
Now integration is a computable process-i. e. Jä h(u) du is computable if h is. 
Thus the above integral gives rise to a computable transformation having no 
computable fixed point. 
Our results are related to some remarks of Kreisel. In [5], Kreisel concerns 
himself with the following question. Can one predict theoretically on the basis of 
some current physical theory-e. g. classical mechanics or quantum mechanics- 
the existence of a physical constant which is not a recursive real? Since physical 
theories are often expressed in terms of differential equations, it is natural to ask 
the following question: Are the solutions of gyp' = F(x, (p), q(O)=O, computable 
when F is? 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 0 we give some preliminaries. 
The reader is advised to glance only briefly at this section and refer to it when 
necessary. In Section 1 we prove the preliminary theorem. A sketch of the main 
ideas of the proof precedes the proof itself. Section 2 is devoted to a proof of the 
main theorem. It is much more complicated. We concentrate on explaining what 
the additional complications are and why they appear to be necessary. 
We remark that the differential equations constructed in the above theorems 
have nonunique solutions. This is necessary. For it can be shown that if a 
differential equation of the form (la) with computable F has a unique solution, 
then that solution is computable. This is implicit in a theorem of Osgood [1]. 
0. Preliminaries 
As stated in the introduction, this paper is self-contained. The basic facts and 
definitions are given in this section. 
We first present some definitions from recursive analysis. Let N be the set of 
natural numbers. A sequence of rationals {t, } 
is recursively enumerable if there 
exist three recursive functions q, r, and s from N to N such that 
tn, =(-1)a(m) 
Q(m) 
1 
r(m) +1 
The real number a is a recursive real (cf. [8]) if there exist recursive functions q, r, 
and s such that 
q(m) 1 A_(_1Y(m)r(m)+ 
I<2m. 
The sequence of reals {a} is recursively enumerable if there exist three recursive 
functions u, v, and w such that 
Ia 
(n. m) u(n, m) 
I< 1. 
v(n, m)+1 2"` 
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In [3], Grzegorczyk gave a definition of "computable function of a real variable". 
This definition, which is very satisfying from the viewpoint of foundations, is 
phrased in terms of recursive functionals. We shall not make use of this definition. 
Rather we shall use the following which is equivalent to it [4]: 
(A) The function cp(x) is computable if and only if 
(1) cp maps every recursively enumerable sequence of rationals to, t1, t2, ... 
into a recursively enumerable sequence of reals {c(t)}. 
(2) cp is effectively uniformly continuous-i. e. there is a recursive function q 
such that if 
-n<a, b<n and la-bl< 
1, 
q(m, n) 
then 
Jcp(a)-cp(b)l <1/2m for all reals a, b. 
Just as we passed from the notion of recursive real to recursively enumerable 
sequence of reals, there is an obvious extension of computable function to 
recursively enumerable sequence of computable functions. Similarly we define 
computable functions or sequences of such functions of several real variables. It is 
obvious how we would modify the definition for functions defined on a compact 
interval, e. g. {O -x -1}, or a rectangle {0 -x -1, -1- y< 1}. 
In addition to statement A the following facts will be used. 
(B) If {F} is a recursively enumerable sequence of computable functions 
converging to F such that 
IFn-Fn+1l--1/2n, 
then F is computable (cf. [3,4]). 
(C) If the function cp(x) and the real number a are computable, then the 
indefinite integral 
Jxlp(u)du a 
is also computable (cf. [7]). 
(D) If q(x) is computable and {an} is a recursively enumerable sequence of 
reals, then {cp(a,, )} is recursively enumerable (cf. [3]). 
Statements (A), (B), and (C) above provide the methods we will use for showing 
that a given function of one or more real variables is computable. In general, (A) 
is used to show that certain explicitly defined functions, e. g. the pulse functions of Section 1, are computable. The principle (B) is used in our paper wherever limits 
occur, e. g. in the construction of the function F in both the preliminary and main 
theorems. Statement (C) is used once: in step II of Section 2. Finally (D), which 
merely states one of the properties of computable functions, is used in both of 
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our theorems to show that the solutions of our differential equations are not 
computable. Of course the composition of computable functions is computable, 
a fact which we shall use repeatedly. 
We remark in passing that by a computable C°° function we mean an infinitely 
differentiable function such that it and its derivatives form a recursively enumer- 
able sequence. 
We conclude this section with the following well known definition. A disjoint 
pair (A, B) of recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers is recursively 
inseparable if there does not exist a recursive set C such that AcC and 
BnC=O. 
1. Proof of the preliminary theorem 
We begin with the observation that the function K(x, y) defined in Fig. la 
gives a differential equation y' = K(x, y) with non-unique solutions. 
Terminology. We call an equation such as shown in Fig. la a "disperser". The 
point (0,0) is the "vertex" of the disperser. The gap between (c, c2) and (c, -c2) is 
the "aperture" of the disperser. 
A disperser pointing in the backwards direction is called a "collector". It takes 
the multitude of solutions entering its aperture and focuses them at its vertex (see 
Fig. ib). 
(t, C') 
(0,0) (c, o) 
(c, -c=) 
Fig. Ia. A typical disperser. The definition of K= K(x, y) in the various regions is as indicated in the 
figure. The solutions to V'= K(x, v), ip(0) = 0, are (p(x) = Cx2, -11c C or. 1. Thus these solutions fan out 
from the point (0,0) forming a family of curves which fill up the space between the two bounding 
parabolas. 
various 
solution 1 
curves 
Fig. 1b. A typical collector. 
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vertices 
--000 
m=0 
Fig. 2. The sequence of "boxes". Each box consists of a "collector" on the left joined to a "disperser" 
on the right. The boxes become progressively smaller as m increases, and their vertices converge to 
the origin. We note that the aperture of the collector in the (m -1)st box is larger than the entire 
height of the mth box, for each m. 
A small "pulse" is placed at the vertex of some of the boxes. For the mth box, this pulse is positive, 
negative, or zero, depending on whether meA, MEB, or m0 AUB, where (A, B) is a fixed recursively 
inseparable pair or sets. 
Idea of proof. We imagine in the xy-plane of the differential equation an infinite 
sequence of "boxes" arranged as in Fig. 2. Each box consists of a collector on the 
left joined to a disperser on the right, so that both the collector and the disperser 
share a common vertex. (A precise definition of the "fundamental box" is given 
below. ) Then small positive or negative "pulses" are added to the functions which 
define the boxes. It is here that recursion theory comes in. We use a recursively 
inseparable pair of sets of natural numbers A and B-i. e. two disjoint recursively 
enumerable non-recursive sets A and B which cannot be separated by any 
recursive set. Let a(n) and b(n) be one to one recursive functions generating A 
and B respectively. We place "pulses" on the vertices of some of the boxes (cf. 
Fig. 2) as follows. If a(n) = in, then we place a positive pulse of "height" 2-(m+n+5) 
at the "vertex" of the mth box. Similarly if b(n) = m, except that we make the 
pulse negative. The result is that we have positive pulses in the mth box for all 
meA, negative pulses for all meB, and no pulse for m0AUB. 
Of course, the sets A and B are not recursive. However, because the heights 
2-(1 +n+5) go to zero as n -), oo, the function F(x , y) turns out to be computable. Yet, as we shall prove, the differential equation cp'(x) = F(x, cp(x)), q (O) = 0, has 
no computable solution. 
Roughly, the reason why this configuration has only noncomputable solutions is 
the following: Wherever a positive pulse appears (i. e. if in E A), no matter how 
small this pulse may be, the solution of the differential equation follows a unique 
path just above the top boundary of the corresponding disperser. Similarly a 
negative pulse (associated with mE B) gives a unique path just below the lower 
boundary of the disperser. For m0AUB, there is no pulse, and the solution to 
the differential equation can follow any one of infinitely many paths between the 
parabolas bounding the disperser. The curious thing is that this does not matter! In fact, suppose we consider the restriction cp* of a solution cp(x) to the set of 
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intervals corresponding only to those mEAUB. Then any extension of cp* to a 
function defined over the whole interval (whether this extension satisfies the 
differential equation or not) will be noncomputable, For, assume it is computa- 
ble: At the aperture x=x,  of each 
disperser (for mEA, MEB, or m0 AU B), 
compute the value of ýp(xm). More precisely, compute cp(xm) to within an error 
less than half the size of the aperture, taking as we may a rational approximation 
r,. Then define a recursive set C by saying that mEC if r,  % 
0. One verifies easily 
that AcC (since the paths of (p(t) in the boxes where mEA go over the tops of 
the "dispersers"); similarly BcC, and thus the recursive set C separates A and 
B, giving a contradiction. 
The fundamental box. This is the combination of a collector and a disperser 
discussed above. As previously stated, it consists of a collector on the left attached 
to a disperser on the right. More precisely, the "fundamental box" is a rectangle 
c, Iy _c2}, together with a function F. (x, y) defined on this rectangle (see 
Fig. 3). 
To piece together the different functions occurring in the definition of F. (x, y), 
several interpolations are necessary. For this purpose we introduce "interpolation 
strips" (the shaded regions in 'Fig. 3) whose widths are small compared to the 
other distances in the figure. To keep things simple, we make the widths of these 
"strips" equal to 1/1000 th of the corresponding distances in the rectangle. 
A precise description of the "fundamental box" follows. (Here the reader may 
wish to turn to Fig. 3 and omit this description. ) 
\A 
Fc= 2x 
D D 
F. 
A-Z-Y- 
E F. 
Fc""2x ý--G 
H 
11l I Iýý 
KLMN0P 
The rectangle is divided into subregions by the bounding curves A-P, whose equations are as 
follows: A. Y= c2, B. y= (0.999)c2. C. y= (0.998)c-2, D. Y= x2. F. y= (0 999)x', F. v= -(0,999)x2, 
G. y= -x2, H. y= -(0.998)c2, I. y= -((). 999)c2, J. y= -c2, K. x= -c, L. x= -(0.999)c, 
M. x= -(0.998)c, N. x= (0.998)c, 0. x= (0.999)c, P. x=c. 
Fig. 3. The fundamental box. It is of width 2c and height 2c2. The definition of FF = Fc(x, y) in the 
various unshaded regions is indicated in the figure. The shaded areas are interpolation strips. The 
interpolation is carried out so that F , 
(x, y) is C° except at the origin. Furthermore: ýFjx, y)I_2c for 
all x, y, F, =0 on the outer interpolation strip. 
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The box is a rectangle, bounded by the sides x= ±c, y= ±c2. Just inside the 
boundary there are two inner rectangles. Between the three rectangles there are 
two interpolation strips. 
an outer strip: an inner strip: 
Jeither (0.999)c , Ix l_c, either (0.998)c _ Ixl , (0.999)c, 
or (0.999)c2; Iyl=c2. 
It 
or (0.998)c2, Iy --(0.999)c2. J 
There is also another pair of interpolation regions between the parabolas y= 
(0.999)x2 and y= x2, and also between the opposite parabolas y= -(0.999)x2 
and y= -x2. The nature of the corresponding interpolating functions is discussed 
below. 
We now define the function FF = F, (x, y) in the various regions in the rectangle 
which lie in the complement of the interpolation strips. We set 
FF(x, y)=2y/x if lyl-(0.999)x2, 
Fý(x, y)=2x if y-x2, 
FF(x, y) = -2x if y. --x2. 
The function F. so far defined satisfies IF, (x, y)I, 2(0.998)c for all points (x, y) in 
its domain. (The maximum occurs for x= (0.998)c, in the region where FF(x, y) _ 
2x. ) 
We have given different formulas for FF(x, y) in different regions, and we also 
wish Fc(x, y) to be zero on the outer interpolation strip. Hence we interpolate 
across the inner interpolation strip and the parabolic strips shown in Fig. 3. This 
can be done so that the resulting function is C°° everywhere except at the origin. 
(At the origin, F,, (x, y) cannot be C°°, or else the differential equation y'= F, ' (x, y) 
would be Lipschitz, there would be a unique solution, and this solution would be 
computable. ) 
The interpolation can be carried out, via partitions of unity, using standard C" 
functions which are clearly computable together with their derivatives, uniformly 
in x, y, and c. It can also be carried out so that the resulting function satisfies 
FF(x, y)I-2c for all x, y. 
(Actually a C°° interpolation procedure generally requires a slight increase in the 
size of the function. But since we previously had IF, (x, y)I -- 2(0.998)c < 2c, this 
gives us the necessary room to complete the interpolation, while keeping the size 
of IFj less than 2c. ) 
Pulses. We start with the fundamental pulse: 
h(x, y) _ 
ell-(l-"2''q for txl<1, 
0 for jxl, 1. 
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This is a computable C" function supported on the strip {-1" x_ 1} in the 
xy-plane (see (A) of preliminaries). Then, for a>0, we construct a smaller pulse 
h. (x, y) of "height" a and "half-width" a by setting 
hý(x, y) _ ah(x/a, y/«). 
Thus hQ takes its maximum value a at x=0, ha (x, y) -- 0 for all x, y, and the 
support of hQ is the strip {-a <x- a}. 
We intend to add positive or negative pulses ±h. (x, y) to some of the functions 
F,, (x, y) used in defining the "boxes" above. (Actually both the boxes and the 
pulses may be translated away from the origin, but this need not concern us here. ) 
Clearly we want the half-width of the pulse a to be less than the half-width of the 
box c, so we want a ý-_ Zc. For technical reasons (cf. Lemma 1.1) we take: 
0<a -8c. 
Now we come to the main point. It turns out that, no matter how small a is 
compared to c, the presence of a pulse ±ha(x, y) will largely determine the 
behavior of the differential equation 
e'(x) = F, (x, e) ± ha(x, 'P)" 
A positive pulse will force the solution curves upwards, and a negative pulse will 
force them downwards. Thus for a positive pulse we have: 
Lemma I. I. Consider the differential equation 
e'(x)=F, (x, 9(x))+hq(x, cp(x)). 
Take any solution curve V(x) which enters the left hand side of the fundamental box 
in Fig. 3 anywhere within the inner 99/100 th of the box: that is, with 
-(99/100)c2 < gyp(-c). e (99/100)c2. 
Then the curve q(x) leaves the right hand side of the box at a position very near the 
top: 
q (c)> (99/100)c2. 
Similarly, but with opposite orientation, for a negative pulse -ha(x, y). 
Proof. We follow the progress of the solution curve (p(x) from its initial position 
at x= -c through the various parts of the box in Fig. 3. 
First the curve crosses the two left interpolation strips, of width c/1000, 
between x= -c and x=- (0.998)c. The function FF vanishes on the outer strip. 
Since IF, (x, y)l <_ 2c, and since gyp' = Fc (x, cp) (the pulse vanishes here), the mean 
value theorem shows that the change in cp across the inner strip satisfies 
(change in cpl --(2/1000)c2. 
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This implies that c (-0.998c) lies between the two inner parabolas in Fig. 3. For 
the top of the inner parabola is at y= (0.999)(0.998)2c2; we started with (p(-c) 
(99/100)c2, and there is a change of at most (2/1000)c2: 
(99/100) + (2/1000) < (0.999)(0.998)2. 
Similarly for the lower inner parabola. 
Now we come to the main point of the proof. Consider the differential equation 
without the pulse. In the region between the two inner parabolas it is 
y'(x)=Fý(x, y)=2y/x, 
whose solutions are the family of curves y= Cx2 for arbitrary constant C, I C1 -- 1. 
All of these solutions pass through the origin. 
Now add the positive pulse ha(x, y), and consider the equation 
cp'(x) = F, (x, cp)+ ha(x, 9). 
We show that the pulse forces the solution curve upwards, so that cp (0) > 0. 
Although this seems obvious, the proof requires a little care. 
First we compare the solutions q(x) and y(x) of the two equations above, with 
the initial conditions q(-0.998c) = y(-0.998c). Both of these equations satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition except at x=0. Hence the traditional proof of the uniqueness 
theorem for differential equations allows an obvious extension: Since h. (x, y) , 0, 
and since the two functions q (x) and y(x) satisfy the same initial condition at 
x= -0.998c, it follows that cp(x)> y(x) for -0.998c <x <0. Thus we obtain 
cp(x) % -(0.999)x2> -x2 for x <O. 
Now recall that the pulse ha(x, y) is a continuous function which is positive for 
x=0: specifically h. (0, y) = a. On the other hand, F, (x, y) vanishes on the line 
x=0. Choose a8>0, with 5< 4a, so that on the strip 1 -8- -- -x- -- -8 ,1yI- c2}: 
h. (x, Y)>ia, but IF, (x, Y)1<äa. 
Then for ,F= x-, 0, 
ý'(x)=F, (x, v)+hý(x, y)>ä«, 
so that by the mean value theorem 
ýP(O)-9(-S)>4a S. 
But we showed previously that cp(x)>-x2 for x<0, whence 
(p(-s)> -s2. 
Combining the above inequalities we have 
ý0(0) > 4aS - S2, 
and since 8<äa, we obtain cp(0)>O, as desired. 
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Thus ßp(0) lies in the region where FF(x, y) = 2x. By examining the equation 
q, '(x)=2x+ha(x, y)%2x, 
we see that q (x) remains greater that x2 for x>0. (The above differential 
inequality fails when and if q(x) reaches the top boundary of the box; but there 
automatically y> x2. ) Thus the curve reaches the boundary of the right interpola- 
tion strip, x= (0.998)c, with a value cp(x) > x2. 
The process of crossing the right interpolation strip is exactly similar to that for 
the left hand strip, which we discussed above. 
A technical point: We must show that the pulse h, does not drive the solution 
curve up above the top edge of the box. Recall that the support of hQ is the 
vertical strip {-a =x -- a} of width 2a äc. We have the bounds, valid for all 
(x, y): jFcI<-2c and Thal<as-AActc, so OFF+hj! 1;; 3c. Thus applying the mean 
value theorem we have: The change in position of a solution curve of y' = 
Fr(x, y)+h. (x, y) while crossing the support of h is < (width of strip) (max of 
ýFc + hQ 1) - (4c)(3c) =, c2. At the point x= -Kc, the solution curve lies between 
the two parabolas y= ±x2. Hence at the point x= Kc, the curve lies below the 
inner interpolation strip at y= ((). 998)c2. Between xc and x=c the pulse is 
absent, and we have the outer interpolation strip where FC =0 identically. Thus 
the solution curve stays within the box. 
Construction of the differential equation. We now define the computable function 
F(x, y) required for our theorem. In the next section we will prove that the 
differential equation V'= F(x, q p), v(O) = 0, has no computable solutions. 
The function F(x, y) is built up from "boxes" and "pulses" as described above. 
We begin by putting together infinitely many boxes, in the manner of Fig. 2 
above, to construct a preliminary function F*(x, y). Then the pulses are added to 
F* to produce the final function F. 
Construction of F. Let c,  = c(m) and vom, = v(m), m=0,1,2,... be the 
recursively enumerable sequences of rationals 
Cm=2-m-2' , um=2-m--)+2-m-2 
Then we add together an infinite sequence of nonoverlapping boxes, having their 
vertices at the points (v 0) and half-widths c, , by setting 
(x, y) _j Fcm(x - um, Y), 
m=O 
where FF(x, y) is the function described in Fig. 3 above. The sequence of functions 
F, is computable, uniformly in m. Also we have IF, (x, y)l --2c, and 2c,  =2-", -'. Thus, letting F be the nth partial sum of the above series, we have IF,, -F+ 
1/2". Hence F* is computable by (B) of preliminary section. 
Now we add the pulses to F*. We start with a recursively inseparable pair of 
sets of natural numbers A and II, generated by one to one recursive functions 
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a(n) and b(n) respectively. At stage n, if a(n) =m and b(n) =1, we add a positive 
pulse h. (x - vm, y) of height a (n) = 2-1'"'I) centered at the vertex v,  of the mth 
box. Similarly we add a negative pulse of height 0 (n) = 2-(`+., +s) centered at the 
vertex v, of the lth box. The heights 2-("`+n+s) and 2-(`+"l5) form a convergent 
series as n- oo, and so in terms of the recursive functions a(n) and b(n) we have 
the explicit formula: 
F(z, Y) = F*(x, Y)+ ha(n)(x -va(n), Y) hR(n)(x - Vb(n), Y)" 
n=0 n=O 
Again, by (B) in the preliminaries, F is computable. 
Proof that no solution is computable. Assume that q(x) is a computable solution. 
We show that there is a recursive set C which separates the recursively insepara- 
ble pair of sets A and B, giving a contradiction. 
To construct the set C. We look at the right hand endpoints of the boxes, i. e. 
the points 
Cm=Um+Cm=2 
Since q(x) is computable, the sequence of values 
Ym = (P(xm) 
is a computable sequence of real numbers (see (D) in the preliminaries). There- 
fore we can find a computable sequence of rational numbers rm such that 
l ym - rm 
I< Cm/1 OO = 4-m-2/1o0. 
We define the set C by saying that an integer mEC if and only if r,  > 0. 
Since the numbers r, are rational, and the sequence is effectively generated, 
the set C is recursive. Furthermore, C separates A and B, with AcC and Bc 
We show that AcC; the proof that BSC is similar. 
If MEA, then by our construction of the function F, there is a positive pulse 
centered on the vertex of the mth box. We now apply Lemma 1.1. The 
hypotheses of this lemma require that the curve cp(x) enter the left hand side of 
the mth box somewhere within the middle 99/100 th of the box. We recall from 
Fig. 2 that the boxes shrink in size as m increases, so that the (m + 1) st box abuts 
the middle ä th of the mth box. Since (4)<(99/100), the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 
are satisfied, and we conclude that the curve q(x) leaves the box at a position near 
the top of the box: more precisely, since x,,, = the right hand edge of the mth box, 
Ym - gP(Xm) > 
(99/100)Cm. 
Since the error gym - rmj <c, /100, we must have rm > (98/100)cm. In particular, 
rm > 0. By definition, this means that mEC. 
Thus the recursive set C separates A and B, giving the desired contradiction. 
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2. Proof of the Main Theorem 
Summary of the proof. The proof involves an extension of the ideas used in the 
preliminary theorem. The main difference between this and the previous construc- 
tion is that, whereas previously the singularities in our differential equation were 
discrete and had the origin as their only accumulation point, now we must make 
the singularities everywhere dense. To do this, we introduce four new ingredients 
into the construction. These will be developed in detail below, but for reference 
we list them here. 
L Barriers. These are infinite double columns of "boxes", of the type used 
above, laid out in a brickwork pattern (Fig. 4). Their purpose is to control any 
curve q (x) which crosses the barrier, no matter what its vertical position. 
II. Coherent superposition. Previously our boxes had non-overlapping supports, 
and we merely added up the corresponding functions. Now, at the later stages in 
our construction, we must superimpose boxes and pulses on top of other boxes 
and pulses already present. To make this work, a change of coordinates is 
necessary. 
III. The Persistence Lemma. This is another complication caused by the super- 
position of boxes and pulses. We must show that the modifications introduced at 
later stages in our construction do not destroy the effectiveness of the boxes and 
pulses already present. 
IV. The Persistence Lemma in curvilinear coordinates. This is an amalgam of 
steps II and III. 
An old ingredient, pulses, will be borrowed from the proof of the preliminary 
theorem. We will use the same functions ha(x, y) as before. However, they will 
appear different in different coordinate systems. 
Once steps I-IV have been completed, we give the inductive step whereby, at 
stage n, we transform F(x, y) into F+, (x, y). We may diagram it as follows. 
EnýF`+ºýF+j..., 
F, 
where 
F = the preexisting function, 
E = the barrier function from step I, 
F*+, =a function constructed from F and E via coherent 
superposition, step II, 
F+, =a function constructed by adding pulses to F*+,. 
Finally, steps III and IV show that the later transition from F+, to F does not destroy the effects already achieved. 
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In steps I-IV we introduce three recursively enumerable sequences of positive 
rationals c, a, and $ converging effectively to zero. The parameters c and a,,, 
related to boxes and pulses respectively, were already used in the preliminary 
theorem. They will have different numerical values here, however. The parameter 
g is a bound on IF,, -Fi+11. The precise definitions of c,,, a,,, and e, ' are given 
after steps I-IV, when we see what inequalities are necessary to make those steps 
work. There is a fourth parameter M,, introduced in step II: M is a recursively 
enumerable sequence of integers increasing to infinity. 
The construction of F is carried out immediately after the completion of steps 
I-IV. The first part of this construction gives the precise definition of the 
parameters mentioned above. Then the function F is constructed and proved to 
be computable. The paper concludes with a proof that no solution of the 
differential equation is computable. 
I. Barriers 
In order to make the singularities in our differential equation everywhere 
dense, we construct an infinite sequence of perturbations, indexed by n= 
1,2, 
.... 
The nth perturbation takes place on a set of 2n_1 vertical strips, indexed 
by p, 1-p- 2"-'. We call a typical strip "the n, pth barrier", and the union of the 
strips for 1<p- 2"-' is called "the nth barrier". 
The vertical strips in the nth barrier are centered on the rational numbers 1/2", 
3/2", 5/2", ... , 
(2" -1)/2", that is, the points (2p -1)/2" for 1_p- 2"'. The strips 
have width 4c,,, where the sequence c remains to be determined. So that the strips 
in the nth barrier do not overlap, we stipulate that 
O< c -, 2 -n-2 
However, we remark that, since the set of all strips is everywhere dense, as n -4 oo 
some of these strips will lie inside of other strips already constructed. 
The n, pth barrier strip is shown in Fig. 4. It is built up from "fundamental 
boxes" such as those described in Fig. 3 in the proof of the preliminary theorem. 
These boxes are all essentially identical. They are simply translates of the function 
F, (x, y) of Fig. 3, where c=c,,. Since the functions FF vanish on the boundaries of 
their respective boxes, we obtain a consistent definition of a computable function 
by pasting these boxes together. We call this the "n, pth barrier function". 
The boxes are arranged in two columns in a "brickwork" pattern, with the 
boxes in the left hand column exactly half a step out of phase with those on the 
right, and vice-versa (Fig. 4b). 
As a matter of convenience, we extend our barrier strips infinitely far in both 
directions, so that the n, pth barrier function is supported on the infinite strip 
Ix-(2p-1)/2"ß-, 2C. 
However, we shall make all of our functions periodic with period 1 in the 
y-direction, i. e. such that F(x, y+ 1) = F(x, y). This has the effect of restoring 
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Fig. 4a. The pattern of the boxes in the n. pth barrier strip. Each box has height 2c2, and width 2c, ß, 
c ýr. 4. 
Fig. 4b. The overlap caused by the brickwork pattern. The point X lies near the center of the left 
hand box, whereas the point Y is "controlled" by the right hand box. 
barrier strip 
of stage m 
vertices of 
m-th barrier 
barrier strip 
at stage n>m 
Fig. 4c. Although the barrier strip at stage n>m may intersect the mth strip, it does not touch any of 
the vertices of the mth strip. 
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compactness, since we could regard our functions as being defined on the cylinder 
{0 =x -1, yE real numbers modulo 1}. To achieve this periodicity, we must adjust 
the heights of our boxes 2c2,, so that an integer number of boxes fit together into a 
column of height 1. So we stipulate that 
112cR is an integer. 
In each of the two columns of boxes within a strip, we number the boxes 
consecutively, using the set of all positive and negative integers. We make an 
obvious convention about where the 0th box lies (cf. Fig. 4). 
So far we have looked at a single strip, the n, pth strip. Now we define: 
E (x, y) = the common extension, for 1_p- 2'-of 
the n, pth barrier functions. 
We call E the "nth barrier function". The essential properties of E(x, y) are: 
(i) E (x, y) is supported on the union, for 1- p 2-1, of the n, pth barrier 
strips shown in Fig. 4. 
Recall that the fundamental box in Fig. 3 has a critical point, called its 
"vertex", located at its center. The function F. (x, y) is C" everywhere except at 
the vertex. Hence: 
(ii) E (x, y) is C' except at the "vertices" of the various boxes. 
Since the function F,, (x, y) satisfies IF, (x, y)) - 2c, we have: 
(iii) IEn(x, y)I-2c,,. 
There is a further condition which will be used several times, for example in 
step II below. Recall that, as n-f oo, some of the barrier strips must lie inside of 
other strips already constructed. However, we can arrange things so that: 
(iv) For each n, the strips supporting the barrier function E(x, y) dv not 
contain any of the "vertices" belonging to previous barriers E m<n (cf. Fig. 
4c). 
To do this, we must restrict the parameters c,,. First, by examining Fig. 4, we see 
that the vertices of the boxes belonging to the m, pth barrier lie on the two 
vertical lines x= (2p -1)/2':: F- c,,,. So we specify that the rational numbers c, are 
not of the form j/2" for any j, n. Thus the vertices of E, do not lie on any of the 
lines x= k/2" which form the centers of later barriers E Therefore, at stage n, by 
making the widths of the strips 4c,, small enough, we can achieve (iv). It is routine 
to write down the inequalities which make this process effective, uniformly in n. 
However, further restrictions on the c,, will be imposed below, so we defer the 
final discussion of c until after the completion of steps I-IV. 
Now we come to the main reason for introducing the barriers. Recall that the 
fundamental box in Fig. 3 consists essentially of a "collector" on the left joined to 
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a "disperser" on the right. Since there is an interpolation strip around the outside 
of the box, the collector and disperser cannot reach all the way to the boundary. 
Hence the collector-disperser pair can control only those paths cp(x) which enter the 
box somewhere near its center. For example, in Lemma 1.1 of Section 1, the path 
had to start in the middle 99/100 th of the box. Therefore, to allow a reasonable 
margin of error for the further constructions below, we pick the number ;, and 
say: 
Definition. A box situated within a barrier controls a number yo if the line y= yo 
runs through the middle 3 of the box. 
Now it is easy to see that, because of the brickwork pattern in Fig. 4, every 
value y,, is "controlled" by at least one box. For our purposes, we need a 
recursion-theoretic version of this statement. First we recall that, for n fixed, all of 
the n, pth barrier strips are translates of one another, and hence the vertical 
positions of their boxes are independent of p. 
Lemma 2.1. Let c be a computable sequence of positive rationals such that 
0< cn -- 2-"-2. Let y be any computable sequence of real numbers. Then there are 
recursive functions s(n) and A(n) such that s(n) takes only the values 0 and 1, 
A(n) takes values in the set of all (not necessarily positive) integers, and: 
If s(n)=0, then the A(n)th box in the left hand column of any one of the n, pth 
barriers "controls" the value y. 
If s(n) = 1, then the corresponding statement holds for the right hand column. 
Note. The significance of the numbers y will become clear at the end of the 
proof, where we show that no solution of our differential equation is computable. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. First we approximate the computable sequence of reals y 
by a computable sequence of rationals r,, so that 
yn-rnI<c'l100. 
Now consider the boxes in any n, pth strip in the nth barrier. Recall that the 
vertical positions of these boxes are independent of p, and that each box has 
height 2c', a rational number. We choose that box for which the vertical position 
of the center is closest to r,,; in case of a tie, we choose the box on the left (see 
Fig. 4). It is trivial to verify that this procedure is effective, uniformly in n. 
Now we set s(n) =0 if the box chosen lies in the left hand column of its barrier 
strip, and s(n) =1 if the box lies on the right. We let A(n) denote the number of 
the box in its column, counting as in Fig. 4. 
Finally we consider the geometry of the situation. From the brickwork pattern 
in Fig. 4, we deduce that the vertical distance from any number r to the nearest 
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--,, /100 is less than box center is --4 th the height of the box. The "error" Yn - rn) < C2 
200th the height of the box. Since 
CID + (2OO) < (3), 
y is less than 3 rd the height of the box away from the center; i. e. y,, lies in the 
middle 32 of its box, as desired. 
II. Coherent superposition 
Suppose that, at the end of stage (n - 1) in our construction, we have a function 
F, (x, y) built up using the "barriers" E m<n, together with certain "pulses". 
The pulses will be discussed later. In this step we give the method by which the 
barrier function E is superimposed onto Fn, producing a function which we call 
F*+,. Then, later, the pulses will be added to produce F+,. We make the 
induction hypothesis: 
The function FF(x, y) satisfies the periodicity condition F, (x, y+ 1) = F(x, y). 
Furthermore, F, (x, y) is computably C°° except on certain vertical lines. These are 
the lines containing the "vertices" of the qth barriers for q <n. Except on these 
lines, the sequence F is computably C°° uniformly in n. 
[By condition (iv) in step I, these vertical lines do not lie inside of any of the 
barrier strips belonging to barriers Eq with q-n. ] 
The superposition of En onto the previously constructed F is carried out at the 
nth stage. This cannot be done by addition. To see why, recall that each barrier is 
made up of "boxes", and that the main ingredient in each box is a "collector- 
disperser pair" (Fig. 1 and 3). Intuitively, a collector-disperser pair will work 
properly only if it is oriented along the lines of flow of the previously given 
differential equation y'= F,, (x, y) (cf. Fig. 5). In order to achieve this, we use a 
change of variables. 
We recall that, by our induction hypothesis: 
The nth barrier E(x, y) is supported in a region where F(x, y) is computably 
C. Thus, in this region (though not everywhere), the differential equation 
Ep. (x, y) i'ýiý Fn. ýýx. yi 
s 
Some "collector- 
dispersers" in re- 
ctangular coordi- 
nates 
The same 
"collector-dispersers" 
superimposed on 
the solution curves 
of y'= F,, (x, y) 
Pig. 5. Coherent superposition of a barrier function onto a preexisting differential equation. In this figure, we have shown the "collector-dispersers" lying within the boxes, rather than the boxes 
themselves. 
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y'= F, (x, y) is completely regular and has unique solutions. We use a change of 
variables to superimpose the barrier function E upon F,,, thus producing a new 
function Fn,,. 
We recall that the barrier functions are supported on strips. Consider the n, pth 
strip in the support of E,, (x, y). For convenience, we write that strip as x0 x- x1. 
On this strip we define a function 
y , 
(x, z) = the solution to the differential equation 
y'=FR(x, y), y(xo)=z. 
Then by definition, the curves in the xy-coordinates corresponding to z= constant 
are just the solution curves of the differential equation. 
It is well known that, since F (x, y) is C`° in the strip xO- x- x1, the function 
y(x, z) is Cm with a Cm inverse z(x, y) (cf. [2, Chapter 1, Section 7]). For our 
purposes, we also need to know that y(x, z) and z(x, y) and their derivatives are 
computable, uniformly in n. We show this by giving a uniform procedure for 
calculating these functions at every stage' n. 
The procedure for calculating the solution y(x, z) itself is standard; it is 
contained in the usual existence proof for ordinary differential equations with a 
Lipschitz condition. We shall give effective formulas for computing the derivatives 
of y(x, z) in terms of y itself and the preexisting function F,,. From the definition 
of y(x, z) we see that: 
ay. 
F'n(x, yn(x, z)). 
ax 
Then taking 8/8z we have: 
2 ý^ a yn 
_-(x, ynlx, Z))- 
ax az ay az 
We hold z constant and regard this as a differential equation in x satisfied by 
ay, jaz. Since y(xo, z) = z, the appropriate initial condition is (ay,, /8z) (x(, ) = 1. 
Solving this differential equation we find: 
ay" = exp LJz 
aF" (t, yn (t, z)) dt]. aZ 
xn 
ay 
Now the sequence of higher derivatives of yR(x, z) can be computed recursively by 
applying the standard algorithms of calculus. 
We will also need effective upper and lower bounds for ay, jaz. These follow at 
once from the above formula. For the integral occurring inside the exponential 
function is effectively bounded above and below, in terms of F and y,,. Since the 
This yields in particular the following theorem: If F(x, y) is computably C°° and x is computable, 
then the solution y(x, z) to the differential equation y' = F(x, y) with initial condition y(x(, )= z is also 
computably C. 
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same formula is applied at every stage n, we see that: There is a recursive, strictly 
increasing sequence of natural numbers M such that 
1/M, 
<<(ay/az)(x, z); 
M,, for all x, z, and n. 
As for the inverse function z,, (x, y): Since y,, (x, z) has been proved to be 
effectively C°', uniformly in n, it suffices to give an effective sequence of lower 
bounds for the sequence of Jacobians of the transformations x=x, y= yn(x, z). 
The Jacobian matrices are 
aye aYn 
az 
1 
8z0 
and hence the Jacobian determinants are ay, 1/az, which we have already bounded 
below. Then the sequence of derivatives of z(x, y) can be effectively computed 
using standard algorithms of calculus. The computations involve the above 
Jacobians together with the derivatives of y, (x, z) which we computed previously. 
For future reference, we note that 
az /ay =1/(8yn/az). 
This completes the procedure for computing effectively y,, (x, z), zn(x, y), and their 
derivatives. 
Now we study the effect of the change of variables x=x, y=y,, (x, z) on an 
arbitrary first order differential equation. For convenience, we sometimes suppress 
the variable n and write 
(x, Y)H(x, z) or Y=Y(x, z) 
to denote the coordinate change at the nth stage. We let E and F be arbitrary 
functions, and let E and F be the particular functions above. We shall see that 
the differential equation z' = E(x, z) corresponds to a differential equation y= 
F(x, y), where: 
F(z, y) = F (x, Y)+az (x, z(x, y»E(x, z(x, Y))" (2) 
Lemma 2.2. Let F be the function given at the beginning of step II, and let E and 
F be arbitrary continuous functions which are related by the formula (2) above. 
Then the set of solutions of the equation 
dx = 
F(x' y) 
coincides with the set of compositions 
Y(z) = Y(x, z(x)), 
where z(x) is a solution of z' = E(x, z). 
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Proof. We begin with z(x) satisfying z'=E(x, z), and show that y(x, z(x)) 
satisfies y= F(x, y). 
First we note that since the lines z= contant for y(x, z) are the solution curves 
of the differential equation y'= F, (x, y), we have 
ax 
(x, z) = F (x, Y(x, z))" 
Now we set y(x) = y(x, z(x)), where z (x) satisfies z' = E(x, z), and compute: 
_ 
ay aZ ay ay 
dx ax ýX' Zý+az ýX' Zý dx 
= F(x, Y(x, z))+dx (x, z)E(x, z), 
and moving from (x, z) to (x, y) coordinates we get 
dx = 
F (x, Y)+az (x, z(x, Y))E(x, z(x, Y)) = F(x, y). 
To prove the converse, we take a function y(x) satisfying y' = F(x, y), and 
suppose that z(x, y(x)) does not satisfy z' = E(x, z). Then there exists a point x2 
where z'(x2) ý E(x2, z(x2)). Now consider any solution z*(x) to the differential 
equation z*' = E(x, z*), z*(x2) = z(x2). By what we have already proved, the 
transformation y(x, z) maps z*(x) onto a solution y*(x) of the equation y* = 
F(x, y*), y*(x2) = y(x2). Since y(x) is also a solution, the two curves y(x) and 
y*(x) are tangent at x2; on the other hand the curves z(x) and z*(x) are not. 
Since the transformation y(x, z) has nonvanishing Jacobian, this is a 
contradiction. Q 
To define the superposition F*+1, we apply the transformation (2) to E: 
F*, (x, y) = F, (x, y)+äz (x, z(x, Y))E(x, z(x, Y)) (3) 
on the strips of the nth barrier. Outside of these strips we set F*+, = F. Since E,, 
vanishes on a neighborhood of the boundary of each strip, the resulting function 
F*+, is computably C°° except at the "vertices" within the strips. 
Now we consider the induction hypothesis made at the begining of step II. The 
periodicity of F*+1 follows from the periodicity of F and E,,. For the differential 
equation y' = F(x, y) which defines y(x, z) is periodic in y. Then a straightforward 
computation shows that y(x, z+ 1) = y(x, z) + 1: Hence aylaz is periodic in z, and 
since the transformation (x, y) #* (x, z) is one to one, we also have z(x, y+ 1) 
z(x, y)+1. Thus from (3) above we see that F*+, (x, y) is periodic in y. 
As for the points where F+, (x, y) fails to be C'°: The transformation (x, y) H 
(x, z) leaves the x-coordinate fixed. Thus condition (iv) in step I can be carried 
over from En and Mt. 
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The transition from F*n+1 to F,, to be described later, involves pulses ha(x, y) 
of the type used in the preliminary theorem. These pulses are C° everywhere, and 
they are functions of x only. Thus they cannot affect either the points where F+1 
fails to be C°, or the periodicity of F+, as a function of y. 
Finally, our constructions are effective uniformly in n. Thus, except at the 
"vertices", the sequence F,, is computably Cm uniformly in n. 
III. The Persistence Lemma 
Each "box" or "pulse" built at stage n will be perturbed at later stages. We 
need to know that these perturbations will not destroy the effectiveness of the 
boxes and pulses. To show this, we prove a generalization of Lemma 1.1 above, in 
which the previous function F, (x, y)+h. (x, y) ("box" plus "pulse") is perturbed 
by a function G(x, y). It is important that the exact nature of the perturbation 
does not matter as long as it is small enough. Furthermore, the form of the pulse 
function h can be generalized somewhat. 
In the following lemma, F, (x, y) is the prototype box function which we have 
used throughout. We make the natural assumptions that 0<c -- 1, and that all of 
our functions have the same domain of definition as FF, i. e. the rectangle {Ix I -- c, 
Iy1-c2}. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G(x, y) be any continuous function such that 
1 G(x, y)1-x2/1000. 
Let h(x, y) be a continuous function supported on the strip {Ix(--<äc} such that 
0 -h(x, y)=8c, and h(0, y)-S for some S>O. 
Consider the differential equation 
cp'(x)=F, (x, cp)+h(x, cp)+G(x, cp). 
Take a solution curve q(x) which enters the left hand side of the fundamental box 
in Fig. 3 anywhere within the inner ö th of the box: that is, with 
-l0C2 q'ý-C) 
0CZ. 
Then the curve q (x) leaves the right hand side of the box within the upper 20 th of 
the box: 
cc(c)> Oct. 
Note. A similar statement holds for a solution curve, taken in the direction of 
decreasing x, which enters the right side of the box and leaves the left side. The 
only difference is that, when moving in the negative direction, a positive pulse 
pushes the solution curve downwards and a negative pulse pushes it upwards. 
Proof. Here it is helpful to refer to the proof of Lemma 1.1 in Section 1. Steps in 
the present proof which are almost the same need not be repeated. 
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As before, we follow the solution curve cp(x) from x= -c through the various 
parts of the fundamental box to x=c. The process of crossing the left and right 
hand interpolation strips is handled as before: the perturbations involved are 
slightly larger because of G, but not significantly so. We easily verify that the 
curve cp(x) reaches the inner boundary of the interpolation strip, x =-(0.998)c, 
still within the middle ;, th of the box: 
IMP(-0.998c)I< (i ö)C 
The next step, just as in Lemma 1.1, is to show that 
cp(x)> -(0.999)x2 for x <0. 
However, here this is much more difficult, because of the presence of G(x, y). 
In fact, this is the main step in the proof. 
We prove the slightly stronger statement: 
cp(x)>-(0.999)x2-x'/900 for x<0. (*) 
(Note that x3 is negative. ) It is convenient to write 
z(x) = -(0.999)x2 - x3/900, 
so that (*) asserts cp(x)> z(x) for x<0. The rationale behind the function z(x) is 
that it satisfies the differential equation 
z'=2z/x-x2/900, 
and the term x2/900 is strictly larger than the bound x211000 which we have 
postulated for IG(x, y)j. 
To prove (*). First we observe that (*) holds at the inner boundary point 
x= -(0.998)c; this follows from the above estimates on gyp(-0.998c), and the fact 
that 0< c -- 1. 
Now suppose (*) fails for some x<0. Then by continuity there is a first value 
x, where (*) fails, i. e. where q, (x, ) = z(x, ). Then cp(x) > z(x) for x <x,, so that, by 
considering the way the curves cross, we have 
9, (X])--< z'(x1)" 
We shall see that this leads to a contradiction. 
Recall that cp(x) satisfies the differential equation 
ý(z, cp)+h(x, cp)+G(x, 'p), cp'=F 
where 
F. (x, cp) = 2ýp/x, at the point (x1, cp(x1)) which lies 
between the two inner parabolas in Fig. 3, 
ýG(x, 'p)( x2/1000. 
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Hence 
q, '(x, ) --2c (x, )/x, - x; /1000 
> 2z(x, )/x, - xi/900, 
since z(x, ) = q(x, ). But we have already seen that 
z'(x, ) = 2z(x, )/x, - xi /900, 
so 
ýP'(xi)> z'(xi). 
Since we previously had cp'(x, ) _ z'(xl), this is a contradiction, and (*) is proved. 
The next step in proving Lemma 2.3, just as in Lemma 1.1, is to show that 
q(O) > 0. This depends on the presence of the pulse function h(x, y). However, 
despite the more general assumptions we have made on h, the proof is essentially 
the same as before. 
The final step is to show that 
c (x)>(0.999)x2-x3/900 for x>0, (**) 
i. e. for x>0 the curve cp(x) moves upwards to near the top of the box in Fig. 3. 
Here we can not imitate the proof in Lemma 1.1. 
Assume that (* *) is false. Following the proof of (*) above, we write 
z, (x) _ (0.999)x2 - x3/900. Then there is a first value x2 >0 where (* *) fails, i. e. 
where Ox2) = z, (x2). Then, exactly as in (* ), we obtain a contradiction by proving 
that cp'(x2)'_ zc(x2) and Q'(x2)>z; (x2). This proves (* *). 
It should be noted that the solution curve stays within the box-i. e. that the 
pulse h(x, y) and the error function G(x, y) do not push the solution above the 
top edge of the box. The proof follows that of Lemma 1.1 with minor modifica- 
tions due to the presence of G(x, y). In brief, we have the outer interpolation 
strip, of thickness c2/1000, where F,, =0 identically. Since IG(x, y)l _ c2/1000, the 
magnitude of G(x, y) is not large enough to force the solution curve across the 
outer interpolation strip. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
IV. The Persistence Lemma in curvilinear coordinates 
This combines steps II and III above. Consider a typical "box" B in the nth 
barrier; it is a rectangle of height 2cn and width 2cn. Again we place the vertex of 
B at the origin, so that our picture matches Fig. 3 above, and also corresponds to 
the situation in the Persistence Lemma 2.3. Recall that the barrier function 
E(x, y), when restricted to B, is just the prototypical box function FF(x, y) with 
C=c,,. 
Now consider the change of coordinates (x, y) H (x, z) given by y= yn(x, z), 
z= z(x, y) in step II. We shall think of z as the "rectangular coordinate", i. e. we 
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shall look at the barrier function E(x, z). Following step II, E(x, z) is trans- 
formed into the function F*+, (x, y). We need to know how a perturbation of the 
function F* affects the barrier E. 
In the lemma below, F*+, (x, y) is the function constructed in step II, h0(x, y) is 
the typical pulse used in the preliminary theorem, and G*(x, y) plays the role of 
an error. The constant M is as defined in step H. 
Lemma 2.4. Let 
F(x, Y)= F`+1(x, Y)+h«(X, Y)+G*(x, Y), 
where G* is a continuous function such that 
G*(x, y)j4(1/Mn)(x2/1oo0). 
Let E(x, z) be the function in x, z-coordinates corresponding to F(x, y) via formula 
(2) in step II. Suppose that a c/8M,,. Then the restriction of E(x, z) to the box B 
satisfies the hypotheses of the Persistence Lemma 2.3. 
Proof. From (3) in step 11 we have 
" ay/az 
Similarly from (2) we obtain 
E=F-F-(F*+, +ha+G*)-F aylaz aylaz 
ki G* 
- E^ +ay/az +aylaz' 
We note that the transformation (x, y) H (x, z) leaves the variable x fixed. Then 
the fact that 
1/Ma --aylaz - Mn 
shows that the new pulse h= h/(ay/az) and the new error function G= G*/(ay/az) 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3. Finally, the barrier E, restricted to B, is 
just the function FF as in Lemma 2.3. 
Construction of the differential equation. We now construct the function F required 
by our theorem. Beginning with F, (x, y) = 0, we build a computable sequence of 
functions F, F2, F3, ... which converges to F with 
ýF" - F", , ({ 1/2". At the nth 
stage, we modify the function F. to produce F".,. 
(A) Definition of parameters. We construct the three recursively enumerable 
sequences of positive rationals c, a, and e,,. These must converge effectively and 
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monotonically to zero, and moreover converge fast enough so that the arguments 
in steps I-IV above are valid. Recall that: 
c,, (1/4)th of the width of a typical strip in the nth barrier, 
a,, = the height and half-width of a typical pulse at the nth stage, 
e = the bound on IFn - F+, ) upon which our construction will be based. 
We will make strong use of the increasing parameter M defined in step II above. 
It was constructed so that 
i/M. -- aY. 1az - M. 
The numbers c, a, and E. all depend on a geometric parameter d,,, which we 
define as follows. Recall that the barrier strips at the n th stage are centered on 
the lines x=x, = (2p -1)/2", 1-p, 2n-1. On the other hand, all of the "vertices" 
belonging to previous barriers Ek, k<n, lie on a finite number of lines x=v;, 
where the v; are rational numbers not of the form j/2" for any j (cf. condition (iv) 
in step I above). We let d* denote the minimum of all distances between pairs of 
numbers in {x; } U {v; }. Then we define d1= 2, and set 
do = min (dn+ 
do-1)+ 
so that d, >d2, " " ". 
Now we define the parameters e, c, a,, as functions of d,, and M. 
En = (1/2n)(1/Mn)dnl1O6. 
The parameter c depends on an auxiliary parameter c*: 
c* = e/4M,,. 
Then 
c =1/2(2N(n)+1), 
where N(n) is the least integer -, 1/c*. (The reasons for this complication will be 
spelled out below. ) 
an =c /8Mn. 
We must show that these definitions are sufficient to satisfy the hypotheses of 
the various constructions and lemmas above. Our starting point is a bound on the 
widths of the barrier strips. Since d -- I and M ; 1, the above definitions imply 
trivially that 
Cn 6dn" 
Now consider s,,. The factor which determines e,, is the Persistence Lemma, 
and this step embodies the main geometric principle behind our construction. 
Recall that d is - the minimum distance between any of the lines x=x; and/or 
x= v1. At this n th stage, we shall place barriers centered on the lines x=x;, and 
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pulses centered on some of the lines x=v;. We require two things: 
(1) that the barriers which we build now do not destroy the effectiveness of the 
collector-disperser pairs coming from earlier stages k<n, and 
(2) when we place a pulse on the vertices of a barrier of the kth stage, then the 
pulse will control that barrier, but will not have too much effect on the barriers 
corresponding to other k<n. This we achieve by making the widths of our 
barriers and pulses small compared to the distance d,,. The barriers have half- 
width 2c _< ; d,,, and the pulses with half-width a = cj8M are narrower still. 
Thus every point in the support of our pulses and barriers is at a distance >-3d 
from the vertices which we wish to protect. 
[Here we are referring only to vertices belonging to stages k_n. At all later 
stages, we place our vertices and boxes on top of what we already have using 
coherent superposition. ] 
Now consider the Persistence Lemma in its general form, Lemma 2.4. There 
the "error function" G*(x, y) must satisfy the inequality 
IG*(x, 
y)l (l/Mn )(X2/1000). 
More precisely, to protect a box in the kth barrier, we need (1/Mk) instead of 
(1/M); but since the sequence M increases, the factor (11M) covers all k<n. 
We should think of x in the above inequality as representing the displacement 
from the origin, which is the vertex of the prototype box in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Comparing this with the geometric discussion above, we see that we can take 
x. d. 
In our construction we change the already existing function F to F,,,,, then 
F, 2, etc., giving the perturbation 
G*= I (Fk+l-Fk)" 
k-n 
Recall that, by definition, e is a bound for (F, - F,, 1. So the condition 
IG*(x, y)I-(l/Mn)(x2/1ooo) 
from Lemma 2.4, is satisfied if 
ek ; (1/Mn)(2dn/3)2/1000. 
k=n 
Since d, d2: -: '. ' and M, -- A42-- ", we see that this holds, with room to spare, 
if we set 
En =1ý/2n)(1/M 
)dn/lO6r 
which was our definition for e,,. 
Now, having found s,,, we need a strategy to insure that IF,, - F+, I e. There 
are two steps in the transition from F. to F+,: adjoining a barrier and a pulse. As 
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before we represent this process as: 
Fn -* F+1 Fn+ý' 
where F*+1 contains the barrier, and Fr+1 may contain pulses as well. In order to 
insure that IF - 
Fj; en, we show how to achieve and 
jFR`+1-F,, +jj=ien" From step II: 
Fn-+l = F,, +(aylaz)Enr 
where 
0 <ay/az E M,,. 
From step I, we know that 
IE, (x, y)j=2c. 
Putting this together, we see that in order to obtain 
1 Fn - n+1) 
--< 12 En+ 
it suffices to have 
Cn ý En 4Mn. 
This is the value of c* given above. However, there are some minor additional 
restrictions on cn which must be satisfied. In step I, we needed that c be a positive 
rational not of the form j/2a for any j or q, and that 1/2c2 n 
be an integer. To 
achieve these conditions, we let N(n) be the smallest integer , the rational 
number 4M/e,,, and let c = 1/2(2N(n) + 1), as above. 
To insure that 
lFn+t-Fn+lI- 12En+ 
we proceed as follows. The difference F 1- Fn+1 is composed of pulses h. (x, y) 
added to the function n, 1. These pulses have height a =a.. If we make their 
supports nonoverlapping, it suffices to have 
an 2En. 
However, we also require that 
an < C/8M 
for Lemma 2.4. Since c,, e/4M,,, and M % 1, the bound 2E is redundant. Also, 
since the half-width a = c,, /8M1, < d/48, the pulses do not overlap. 
This shows that our definitions of e,, c and a fulfill all of the requirements 
implicit in steps I-IV above. 
(B) Construction of F*+, from F,,. Having specified the parameters, we can 
proceed with the construction of Fn+l and F,. Following step I, we build the 
n th barrier function E,, (x, y), using the value of c given in (A). Using step II, we 
superimpose the barrier E on F,,, producing a new function F*+1. 
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(C) Construction of F+, from F ,,. Here again, as in the preliminary theorem, 
the key idea is to add pulses to F*+,, using the recursively inseparable pair of sets 
A and B. Let a(n) and NO be one to one recursive functions enumerating A and 
B respectively. We can assume that 00AUB. 
We use the same pulse functions h(x, y) as in the preliminary theorem above. 
These pulse functions are added to F*+,, not superimposed in the manner of step 
II. Of course we set a= a, where a is the sequence determined in step (A). The 
process for placing the pulses is as follows. 
At stage n, we compute a(m) and b(m) for all m n. We check which of these 
m give values k= a(m) or k= b(m) with k<n (strictly less). If a value k<n 
occurs at the nth stage, and if this value has not occurred at any earlier stage, we 
put pulses, indexed by a,,, on the vertices of the kth barrier. If k= a(m) for some 
m<n, we make the pulse positive, whereas if k= b(m) we make the pulse 
negative. (At most one of these possibilities can occur, since the sets A and B are 
disjoint. ) We define: 
F+, (x, y) = F*+, (x, y)+(sum of all the pulses generated at stage n). 
Since we showed in (A) that IF - F*+, I, 21 e and IF*+, - F+, I- I' e, we have: 
IFn 
-Fn+1I En. 
The number e, defined in (A) above satisfies E. ; 1/2", with room to spare. The 
sequence F,, F2, """ is computable (being constructed by the process described 
above). Hence by (B) in the preliminary section, the function F= lim"-a F, is 
computable. 
Proof that no solution is computable. As in the proof of the preliminary theorem, 
we suppose that some solution ýp(x) is computable. Then we construct a recursive 
set C which separates the recursively inseparable pair of sets A and B. To 
construct C, we proceed as follows. 
(1) For all n from some point onwards, n> no, there are rational numbers of 
the form (2p-1)/2" in the interval x-S<x<x,, +S. We can assume 8 is 
rational. There is no loss of generality in deleting the finitely many integers n< no 
from A and B. Furthermore, it is a routine matter to write down a recursive 
function p(n) such that the numbers 
z _ (2p(n)-1)/2n 
lie in the interval x0 -S<x< x+ S for n> no. This essentially chooses one of the 
n, pth barrier strips for each n -- no. 
(2) From the computable function cp(x) we obtain a computable sequence of 
real numbers 
yç(x). 
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(3) Now we consider the computable sequence of coordinate transformations 
Y=y (x, z) and z=z(x, y) 
constructed in step II above. The sequence of numbers we wish to consider 
involve the z coordinate. So we set 
Yn = Zn(Xn+ Y*. 
- 
(4) Apply Lemma 2.1 in step I to the sequence of values y,,. For each n, we 
check whether the resulting function s(n) =0 or 1. If s(n) = 0, we use the A(n)th 
box on the left of the n, p(n)th barrier, which means that we let x decrease; if 
s(n) = 1, we take the box on the right and let x increase. 
(5) Now for the moment, assume that s(n) = 1. We let xn be the right hand 
edge of the n, p(n)th barrier, i. e. 
x= X + 2c. 
Also we let 
Yn =z (xn, c(xn)), 
so that y represents cp(x) transformed back to the (x, z) coordinates. Finally we 
let 
q = the vertical coordinate of the center of the A(n)th box in the right 
hand column of the n, p(n)th barrier. 
Recall that the number q so constructed is rational (cf. Fig. 4). 
If s(n) = 0, the construction of x;,, y;,, and qn is exactly similar, except that we 
move left instead of right. 
(6) From the computable sequence of real numbers y;,, we construct a comput- 
able sequence of rational approximations r,, with 
lyn-rnl<c /1OO. 
(7) Now we define the set C. We say that an integer nEC if and only if 
either s(n) =1 and r' > 9 
(meaning that r' lies above the center y of the box on the right, as we would 
expect if there were a positive pulse), 
or s(n)=0 and r <q 
(meaning that r lies below the center q,, of the box on the left, again what we 
would expect with a positive pulse and decreasing x). 
[A negative pulse produces the opposite effect. Of course, if no pulse is present, 
then we do not care where r lies: compare the proof of the preliminary theorem 
above. ] 
Since we have given an effective procedure for constructing it, the set C is 
recursive. 
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Lemma 2.5. The set C separates A and B. More precisely, AcC and BcC. 
Proof. We will treat the case where nEA and s(n) =1 (so x is increasing). All of 
the other cases are similar. Now the result can be read out of Lemmas 2.1,2.2, 
2.3, and 2.4. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that the transformation from (x, y) to (x, z) coordinates 
carries the set of all solutions of y' = F(x, y) onto the set of all solutions of a 
related differential equation z' = E(x, z). The function F(x, y) satisfies the hypoth- 
eses of Lemma 2.4. Then Lemma 2.4 shows that E(x, z) satisfies the hypotheses 
of Lemma 2.3. Thus the function z(x, cp(x)) satisfies a differential equation 
z'=F, (x, z)+h(x, z)+G(x, z) 
as in Lemma 2.3. [Recall that the function F., with c=c, comes from the barrier 
E, the pulse h is present because nEA, and the error term G represents the 
effect of later constructions made after the nth stage. ] 
Lemma 2.1 specifies a certain box which "controls" the value y=y,,. This 
means that the transformed solution curve z(x, q(x)) enters the critical box at a 
vertical position y= yn in the middle 2/3 of the box. This fits the hypotheses of 
the Persistence Lemma 2.3, and so we conclude that the solution curve leaves the 
box at a position y= yn in the top Zý, th of the box. 
The approximation Iy,, -rI<cn/100= th the height of the box. This cannot 
bring the value r', down as far as the center q,,, so we have rIn > q, as desired. 
Lemma 2.5 is proved. 
This shows that no solution of the differential equation p'= F(x, cp) is computa- 
ble. Previously we showed that F is computable. Thus the theorem follows. 
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